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Introduction

Hey guys, Mishka here. I’m just a regular Orbus player. I’ve been playing 
since June of 2018, and have logged nearly 4,000 hours in game (as of the 
writing of this in May of 2021). I distinctly remember how rough it is as 
a new player. I know the tutorials in game aren’t exactly the most helpful, 
and things aren’t always as intuitive as they could be. With that in mind, 
my sole goal in Orbus nowadays is to help the newer players find their 
way in game. This takes many forms, from being a mentor in the Discord, 
uploading videos to my YouTube channel, and just hanging out in game 
helping anybody who asks. The purpose of this PDF (and the others soon 
to come!) is to help you get an idea of how I play the game effectively, POS-
SIBLY what the meta is (I don’t always follow the meta, I just kinda play for 
fun!), and how to succeed in your Orbus journey!



Bard Playstyle Explained

One of the most common things I hear about Bard is “I don’t understand 
what I’m supposed to be doing”. And that concern is TOTALLY VALID! It’s 
unlike every other class. No more filler text, let’s get to it.

The Bard has a marimba that they can equip different “Instruments” in, 
and can activate the Instruments to create effects. You have eight Instru-
ments total. You can equip six at once. You can have three Instruments 
active at once, but can swap which ones are active on the fly. I know it may 
be confusing. Here’s a screenshot of the interface.
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Bard Playstyle Explained

Cool, let’s look at each individual part and see what they all mean!

1: Your marimba! This is comprised of seven notes that you’ll tap when the notes come 
down. You can also play music on it. Blonkus played Through the Fire and Flames. 
What a champ. He will be immortalized in my guides forever for that.

2: Your mallets! You have TWO of them, one in each hand! It doesn’t matter which 
hand you equip the weapon in your inventory, because this is legitimate dual wielding 
awesome sauce right here.

3: Your Instruments (specificially, in this case, my three active ones). Each Instrument 
has a repeating pattern that its notes come down in. You’ll know which Instrument is 
which because you equip them in your inventory in the specific slots (1-6). Remember 
which you put where! In my case, I equip in the order of Cure Wounds, Gentle Heal-
ing, Protection, Inspiration, Harm, Justice/Speed (Depending on the situation). I know 
which item is in which slot because they’re ALWAYS in that slot. In this photo, you see 
that Cure Wounds is Red, Gentle Healing is Green, and Protection is Blue.

4: The notes are orbs in the same color as the instrument when it’s activated. For in-
stance, I mentioned earlier that Gentle Healing, my second active Instrument, is the 
Green Instrument. That means that the green note you see here is part of the Gentle 
Healing pattern.

5: The rest of your Instruments (specifically, in this case, my three inactive ones). Inac-
tive Instruments don’t do anything. To make an instrument active, tap the empty globe 
with a mallet. To deactivate one, tap the full globe with both mallets.

6: Four bars:
The top one (grey in this case) is a blue bar that fills up when you hit notes, and emp-
ties when you don’t. KEEP THIS BAR FILLED! Both your passive AND active effects 
increase in strength as this bar fills. A full blue bar = the most effective Bard. A no blue 
bar (like in this photo) is a legitimately useless Bard.
The next one (green) is your health. Do your best to not die. A dead Bard is a legimate-
ly useless Bard.
The bottom one (yellow) is your Ultimate/Super ability. I discuss this later in this PDF.
Lastly, the Purple/Pink vertical bar. That’s your Stamina. It determines how far you can 
teleport/combat sprint.



Bard Playstyle Explained

Each Instrument has a Passive ability and an Active ability (called a Crescendo). The 
Passive abilities will always function so long as your blue bar is partially full, and the 
base range for those effects is 25 meters. The Crescendos take time to build up by play-
ing notes. All Bard is about is keeping your Passive abilities up and managing your 
Crescendos to affect the battlefield.

For example: The Passive ability of Instrument of Gentle Healing is sending out an 
AOE heal every three seconds that heals for a small amount of health. The Crescendo 
is to send three bolts of healing that heal for a LOT of health to the most injured party 
members. For this instrument, your goal is to learn when to use your Crescendo to heal 
your party members.



Instruments

Cure Wounds: Increases the incoming healing of everybody within range by 
5%. The crescendo will send a powerful healing bolt to the ally with the lowest 
percentage of health. This is a ridiculously powerful bolt that’ll full heal nearly 
anybody in the entire game. Typically you want to save this for your Tank.

Gentle Healing: This is your Heal AOE ability, the bread and butter of keep-
ing everybody alive. Every 3 seconds is a tick that heals for a small amount of 
health. The crescendo will send three moderate healing bolts to the most in-
jured allies within 25 meters.

Speed: Increases the Stamina Recovery of everybody affected. Note that your 
movement speed will not increase. Instead, your Teleportation Range will ex-
tend faster than normal. The crescendo will refill the stamina bar of all allies 
within range, allowing full teleportation immediately. This is especially useful 
on Fatigued shards or in fights where you need to move to deal with mechanics. 
Very useful for Guild City Boss 2 and Citadel Boss 1.

Inspiration: Increases Wisdom by 300, leading to faster Super charge. The Cre-
scendo makes any ongoing Supers last moderately longer. However, with the 
rather lackluster Supers of Scoundrel, Mage, Shaman, and Paladin, this instru-
ment isn’t something that sees a lot of use. You aren’t likely to have a Musketeer 
on your team if you’re the healer as a Bard, so really the only winners here are 
Warrior, who get their Supers quick already, and Rangers, who get crazy in-
creased damage with theirs but take forever to charge them. If you run with 
Rangers, this is DEFINITELY worth taking. In my Ranger PDF I discuss the 
benefits of stacking Wisdom, and this is a HUGE part of it. You may also want 
this for when you use your Ultimate, as the Bard Ult is pretty awesome.

Protection: With +6 mallets, the passive reliably blocks 7655 damage. This may 
not sound like much, but considering it’s put on every 3 seconds, this is a LOT 
of damage mitigation. Very useful in trash mob fights, not so much against 
bosses. The crescendo is an AOE decurse, so keep it on hand vs Poison/Shadow 
Mark enemies.



Defense: Prevents 10% damage from Projectiles. I don’t recommend using 
this Instrument as you should be dodging bolts, not taking them, especially 
if you want to be running high level content. In a 15 shard, it doesn’t mat-
ter if you’re running Instrument of Defense; a bolt will one-shot you. The 
Crescendo claims to remove a buff from nearby enemies. The only one I’ve 
seen it do anything useful on was the ability to remove stacks from Boss 3 
of Guild City Raid. This Instrument never sees any use from me.

Harm: Every 3 seconds is an AOE tick that deals a decent amount of dam-
age. Note that it will not initiate combat for you; you MUST initiate combat 
in order to get these ticks. The crescendo will shoot a single bolt to deal 
moderate damage and interrupt (the Crescendo will initiate combat). This 
is one of the instruments usually used for activating tiles.

Justice: Sends out bolts periodically that deal damage to single targets. The 
crescendo shoots 5 bolts to deal moderate damage and interrupt. Super 
useful for the Minotaur fight or Guild City Boss 4 when you need multiple 
Interrupts. It’s worth noting that in PvP, this crescendo will also apply Sick-
ness stacks, greatly reducing the incoming healing of whoever it hits. You 
can use this to burst down a good chunk of health on a Paladin or Mus-
keteer, who will almost always then panic and try to heal, then panic even 
more when they realize they’re not healing. 



Crescendos: After hitting 12 notes from an instrument, that instrument 
will start glowing. This means the Crescendo is ready. When you use the 
Crescendo, you will fill up 1/13 of your Super/Ultimate bar. Note that your 
Healing Crescendos take some time to get to your allies, so either be proac-
tive or get close!

Super: After hitting 13 Crescendos (12 if using Instrument of Wisdom), 
your Super will be ready. Your Super will give two buffs, as seen below.

The first buff, the orange fist, grants 20% bonus damage and healing to all 
affected for 12 seconds. Note that your Wisdom Crescendo will add anoth-
er few seconds to the timer. 

The second buff, the purple/blue spiral, is more of a debuff. It lasts for two 
and a half minutes, and will prevent players affected by it from receiving 
another Bard Super buff. Essentially, you can only benefit from the Bard 
Super once every two and a half minutes. Logging out and back in won’t 
remove it. Changing classes won’t remove it. Changing zones won’t remove 
it. Decurse won’t remove it. Defense and Protection Crescendos won’t re-
move it. As of the writing of this guide, there is no known way of removing 
this debuff.

Mallets: You have two of them. Some people forget that. Use both of them. 
Also keep in mind that you can throw them to deal damage and act as     
interrupts. With two mallets, Harm, and Justice, you can interrupt more in 
a single second than most anybody else in the game, exception being a Tri-
plicity Pushback spam.



TALENTS
Oh boy, let’s get into it... Bard is unique in that almost every single Talent is 
useful in one way or another! I’ll go over the Talents I suggest for the differ-

ent kind of Bard builds depending on how you want to play.

THE BUILDS

The way I see it, there are three kinds of Bards: 

1: 100% focused on healing. 
2: 100% focused on buffing the party’s DPS.
3: A mixture of the two.



HEAL BARD
The purpose of this build is entirely healing. You are healing your party, you are protecting your party, you are 
100% focused on keeping everybody alive. 

Reverberate: It may seem counter intuitive to choose the Talent that DOESN’T extend the range of your smart 
heals (Crescendos). However, there’s a few reasons I don’t like Acoustic Power.
1: Crescendos take time to get to their target to heal them. I stay close to the Tank. Less distance=faster heals, 
and the Tank is your priority when it comes to healing.
2: If a Ranger or Scoundrel (because they’re the ones staying far enough back to benefit from this) Unbends due 
to a mechanic, but the Tank needs heals, the auto-targetting Crescendo may go to the DPS instead of the Tank.  
3: Most mechanics will one shot DPS in end-game content. Your Crescendos won’t usually be needed for them, 
and when they are, your DPS should be close enough to be receiving your heals anyway.
4: Both your Passives and Crescendos have a base range of 25 meters. Reverberate extends your passives to 30 
meters, ensuring your Cure Wounds, Gentle Healing, and Protection will affect your whole party.

Chorus: If our goal is to maximize healing, this is going to make your Scoundrels, Warriors, and Paladins heal 
themselves by another 5%, for 10% total extra healing. This will stack with Solo.

Solo: You’re the main source of heals for the party. 20% extra healing means a LOT more health going around.

Upbeat: 30% faster notes means 30% faster Crescendo buildups. That means a LOT more health going around.

Encore: Each note has a 15% chance to be Empowered, which counts as 2 notes for the purpose of building a 
Crescendo. This means faster Crescendo buildups. That means a LOT more health going around, and potentially 
getting Protection Crescendo up in time for decursing Poisons. It’s RNG, but I shave off 2 seconds per Crescendo 
buildup on average.



BUFF BARD
The purpose of this build is sacrificing some healing for the ability to buff your party’s DPS. You’re either run-
ning easy content or have a group strong enough where you can sacrifice healing potential for damage.

Reverberate: We already discussed why I don’t take Acoustic Power.

Encouraging Note: We’re focusing on stacking as much damage as possible. This helps.

Song Sword: 10% extra damage for 3 seconds everytime you have a healing Crescendo. The range of this effect is 
the same as your passive effects...which means Reverberate will boost it. As long as an ally is within 30 meters of 
you, they’re getting the bonus damage.

Upbeat: 30% faster notes means 30% faster Crescendo buildups. That means more healing Crescendos which 
means more damage. It also means more damage Crescendos. 

Symphony: We’re not going to need the extra healing from Encore. We’re focused on stacking as many different 
effects as possible. We can get significantly more damage/stuns/interrupts with Justice, or we can run Inspiration 
to boost our/Rangers’ Ultimates for even more damage stacking. And as I discuss in my Ranger PDF, stacking on 
the Ranger Ultimate is a recipe for insane DPS.

Note: If you stack your Ultimate with Song Sword and Encouraging note, you’re looking at a net total of 35% 
extra damage (I checked the combat logs to make sure the math works out; it does). That’s RIDICULOUS! Now 
imagine stacking that with the extra damage from Affliction Weakness stacks, Scoundrel Flint Card,  Break Shot, 
Ranger Hunter’s Mark, Warrior’s Blessing of Might... They all stack, and it gets ludicrous. Time these boosts 
with a Ranger’s Ultimate and extend it with a Wisdom Crescendo and you’re looking at literally unprecedented 
amounts of damage.



HYBRID BARD

Not all groups need the full healing potential of a Bard, but not all groups 
can sacrifice the full amount and stack all the DPS talents. Maybe you want 
to mix and match the Talents! Absolutely use whichever Talents you feel 
fit your playstyle best. The ONLY Talent I recommend NOT using is Sheet 
Music. With Sheet Music, you are being rewarded for failure. You messed 
up, and the game said “don’t worry, I’ll help you”. I can’t stand those abili-
ties. Don’t get me wrong, I miss notes all the time, but this is a skill based 
game. I want my successes to be because of my actions. Not only that, but 
now you’re getting notes 30% slower than you could be. Upbeat is just SO 
GOOD that I can’t ever in good faith recommend Sheet Music. Just don’t 
do it. Mix and match everything else, but Sheet Music is just....ugh.



Equipment

As a Healer, if you die, your party is going to die. Get Unbending on your Mallets at all cost.

I keep Projectile Damage and Crit Chance on my armor. Your Crescendos count as Projectiles, 
so you’re getting extra healing from that. Crit Chance because getting an extra 50% on a heal is 
always nice, and unlike Musketeers, we don’t have an absurd amount of healing.

For my Rings, I use the typical infused World Boss rings (Signet of Bark infused into Scav Ring).  
That’s +70 Crit (4.67%) and 220 Vitality (not really a significant difference, but any bit helps). 
Empowered on one ring for the extra crit damage (because crit heals are awesome) and either 
Sticky or Elite Hunter on the other.

When it comes to Bracers, that’s more of a personal choice. I don’t pay much attention here be-
cause I’m not stacking anything in particular.

Potions:
Vitality: More health means hopefully not dying as often. That’s good.
Intel: Literally all of your healing is based on Intel. Drink this.
Strength: Just your mallet throw uses this. You won’t need these. 
Crit: 50% extra healing everytime you crit. That’s really powerful. Stack this as much as you can! 
Super: Not really necessary. Because there’s a cooldown and you can build up the super fair-
ly quick, stacking Wisdom isn’t very beneficial. You absolutely COULD and use the Super on 
cooldown, in which case it may be worth stacking (especially if you’re a Buff Bard!), but I don’t 
ever do speed runs, and mostly do casual end-game content, so it’s not necessary for me.



Healing Rotations

I heal differently depending on if I’ve got a Warrior or Paladin as Tank. With both, it’s essential 
to communicate rotations. No matter what you’re doing, KEEP YOUR BLUE BAR FILLED! 
Do NOT, I repeat, DO NOT just fill your crescendos then stop playing. Every bit of your                  
effectiveness is based on keeping your blue bar filled at all times.

Paladin: Rotate the healing between your crescendos and the Tank. Let them get to below half 
health and drop your Cure Wounds crescendo to bring them back up. When they feel they need 
healing, they should Shield and Empower Heal to bring them back up to full. When they get un-
der half health, drop your Gentle Healing crescendo on them. Just keep communicating and you 
should be fine.

Warrior: Keep on doing your Bingo Bongo. When the Warrior’s shield drops, you’re going to rely 
on your passive healing and their Provoke to prevent them from dropping. When they get near  
red health, drop your Cure Wounds crescendo. When they get below half health, drop your Gen-
tle Healing. If you’re keeping the blue bar full and they’re getting full Provoke, they should sur-
vive to get their shield back up. For added safety, Warriors can run with Blessing of Protection 
instead of Blessing of Might. It sucks to lose that DPS, but considering a dead party is 0 DPS, I 
think it’s worth it to play it safe.

It’s important not to use your crescendos too soon or you’re wasting healing power and time. 
You want to make sure you heal them so that your crescendo heals them right up to full health 
or just below.  A lot of learning the timing with each boss comes down to experience and learn-
ing how much damage each shot will deal. I cannot emphasize this enough on late game: DO 
NOT WASTE YOUR CRESCENDO HEALS! 



Crypt
Lich King - Tank should be keeping the Lich King facing the side. I stand on DPS side about one 
mid-teleport jump away from Lich. Bingo your Bongo and keep your Crescendos ready. Blow 
your Harm/Justice Crescendo as you see fit. During up time, Warriors shouldn’t be taking dam-
age, because they’re jumping out as soon as shield breaks. For Paladin, communicate as noted 
on the rotation page. During add phase, let Tank pull aggro before using any of your healing 
Crescendos or you’ll pull aggro. Add phase is going to be the critical point, so make sure you use 
those Crescendos at the right time. 

Dungeon Troll - You don’t really need to be Bard. Tanks should be able to no heal this boss. If 
you need to Heal, or simply want the drops, follow the rotations listed above. 

Sewer
Mutated Rat - This is a pretty simple fight. Stand as close as you can to the Tank without taking 
the poison damage so your Crescendos get to them on time. If desperate to heal them on time, 
jump to them through the poison, drop a Crescendo, and jump back. Honestly this is just a tim-
ing/rotation boss. The more you do this , the more you’ll know when to use your heals.

Sewer Slime - Honestly I don’t play Bard on this. There’s no Tank role to heal as the boss keeps 
swapping aggro. If somebody gets hit by the boss without Unbending, they’re going to die. If 
they get hit by a mechanic without Unbending, they’re going to die. There’s nothing to heal. If 
you INSIST on playing Bard, take Inspiration, Harm, and Instrument of Speed. Thank me later.

Airship
Chaos Purity - This is a fairly straightforward fight. Catch the orbs on your head when possible.

Chaos Hunter - Again, pretty much just Bingo and Bongo. If people don’t jump over the Line At-
tack, it may not be worth trying to keep them alive. Your heals will be needed going to the Tank, 
and dropping the Crescendos on DPS may only prolong the inevitable with that Bleed stack.

Broken Halls
Minotaur - As long as your Tank avoids taking the explosions, it’s a pretty simple fight. Use Jus-
tice Crescendo for interrupts and your DPS will be able to burn the boss with full rotations.

Gorgon - Stand RIGHT behind Tank to ensure Crescendos get to them quickly. Those guiding 
bolts can HURT. That’s what most of your healing is doing here. You may have to drop your 
Gentle Healing more than you’re used to so as to ensure your DPS survives. Remember that your 
damage crescendos stun the Gorgon, which can be used to buy you another tic of healing.



Abandoned Mines
Dovregubben - Another boss where having a Healer isn’t necessary. If you MUST, I again recom-
mend Instrument of Speed. It’s not really going to make a difference, but if the Tank messes up 
horribly, it could save them by allowing them to kite. But seriously, I don’t bother. Your damage 
crescendos don’t even hit the boss because the hit box is too high. We really got shafted on that 
one.

Scav Shaman - Communicate with your Tank. I tend to stand to the side of the boss so my      
Crescendos can get to the Tank quickly while keeping me out of the Rapid Fire.

Ancient Temple
Ancient Guardian - Keep that blue bar filled and make sure to break Line of Sight during Cleans-
ing Wave. With Warriors, you and each DPS can stand near each pillar so the Warrior can Sword 
Rush to the correct pillar for boss rotations, but be aware that your crescendos will then take 
longer to heal the Warrior. Just use your healing Crescendos as necessary and you’ll be fine.

Mist Keeper - This one can suck. We don’t have any shielding ability strong enough like Muske-
teer to keep the tanks high on HP during Slam, so they’ll more than likely need to jump out of 
that. Keep yourself at the edge of slam range, and when Green phase happens, have everybody 
(minus the tank) jump to you. Monitor everybody’s health, and drop that Gentle Healing if need 
be. Cure Wounds should be used solely on the Tank, as they’re going to need it.



Raids
Guild City 1

Pretty much just follow the rotation while watch-
ing the Tank’s health. Nothing really special here. 

Your Encouraging Note and Inspiration will 
really come into their own here with how many 

people they affect.

Guild City 2
EVERYBODY is going to take damage on this 
boss. Your Gentle Healing and Speed instru-

ments are amazing here. Everytime and add dies, 
it explodes and hits everybody for damage. AS 
SOON AS THAT HAPPENS, drop your Gentle 
Healing crescendo and Cure Wounds if neces-

sary. I ALWAYS use Instrument of Speed in Hard 
Mode on this boss. When you have to jump over 

two lines, use the crescendo after jumping the 
first line. It refills EVERYBODY’S stamina bar, 

making the second jump much easier. Lastly, DO 
NOT USE ANY DAMAGE INSTRUMENTS! 
Damage instruments will give the boss stacks, 

making it much, much stronger.

Guild City 3
The groups I play with don’t use healers on Boss 
3. No mechanics will hurt anybody if done right, 
and the tank has a down phase to get rid of sick-
ness stacks and heal themselves. If people get hit 
by the line attack, they die. And we tease them. 

Relentlessly. Mercilessly.
 

Guild City 4
You’ll want Instrument of Justice here. Heal your 

tank when necessary. When the adds spawn, 
DON’T USE A HEAL CRESCENDO! Wait until 

your tanks have aggro. Keep your Justice cre-
scendo ready to interrupt the main boss when 

she tries to Fuse.

Guild City 5
Try and stay within healing range of the Tank, 
but also be ready to move to the circles imme-
diately when they spawn. Instrument of Speed 
is great for this. Drop heal Crescendos as neces-
sary.

Citadel 1
Instrument of Speed is almost a necessity here 

for those with less than stellar reflexes. Tanks can 
handle themselves usually; just focus on keep-
ing the DPS alive and lighting that torch! Don’t 

hesitate to drop your heal Crescendos. Use them 
as much as necessary.

Citadel 2
Again, Instrument of Speed is a huge asset in this 

fight. Use it to help people avoid the Rampage 
and heal them from the chains.

Citadel 3
Hopefully you’ve got a Musketeer to hit the 

group with a Shield Orb; if not, definitely bring 
Instrument of Protection. The more people you 
get in the sun AOE, the more useful Protection 
will be. If you have a Musketeer, DO NOT USE 

PROTECTION! Let the Musketeer shield.
 

Citadel 4
Oh boy. What a fight. Your main job is keeping 

the DPS alive during normal phase, and keeping 
your Tanks alive during hell. I’m gonna be hon-

est, I try and stay near the tank during Hell 3 and 
blow my crescendos quick. I save my Ultimate 
for killing adds during Green phase and Hell 3.


